Objective: To determine if the long-term use of antibiotics for the treatment of acne results in an increase in either of 2 common infectious illnesses: upper respiratory tract infections (URTIs) or urinary tract infections.

Design: Retrospective cohort study.


Patients: Patients with a diagnosis of acne.

Main Outcome Measure: The onset of either a URTI or a urinary tract infection.

Results: Of 118,496 individuals with acne (age range, 15-35 years) who were identified in the General Practice Research Database, 84,977 (71.7%) received a topical or oral antibiotic (tetracyclines, erythromycin, or clindamycin) for treatment of their acne and 33,519 (28.3%) did not. Within the first year of observation, 18,281 (15.4%) of the patients with acne had at least 1 URTI, and within that year, the odds of a URTI developing among those receiving antibiotic treatment were 2.15 (95% confidence interval, 2.05-2.23; \( P < .001 \)) times greater than among those who were not receiving antibiotic treatment. Multiple additional analyses, which were conducted to show that this effect was not an artifact of increased health care-seeking behavior among our cohorts, included comparing the cohorts of patients with acne with a cohort of patients with hypertension and the likelihood of developing a urinary tract infection.

Conclusions: Patients with acne who were receiving antibiotic treatment for acne were more likely to develop a URTI than those with acne who were not receiving such treatment. The true clinical importance of our findings will require further investigation.
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upper airway and that nearly 85% of these strains were resistant to tetracyclines. While the vast majority of URTIs are not of bacterial origin, recent studies have shown that infections may be polymicrobial, in that one organism facilitates the infectious capability of another. Finally, URTIs are usually self-limited acute conditions and are generally of limited consequence. However, they do have huge public health implications because of the large number of individuals who are affected. Two recent survey studies evaluated the loss of productivity in the United States as a result of URTIs, which are defined by pharyngitis, coryza, rhinitis, and low-grade temperatures. Both studies estimated that more than 200 million episodes occur per year in the United States and that the US economy suffers a loss of more than $25 billion in annual revenue.

We recently demonstrated that antibiotic therapy for acne, when given topically and/or orally to young adults, may profoundly affect an individual’s likelihood of being colonized with group A streptococci, an organism associated with a common acute medical illness: pharyngitis. Our goal was to determine whether the long-term use of antibiotics for acne results in an increase in a common infectious illness: URTI. To that end, we conducted a retrospective cohort study using the General Practice Research Database (GPRD).

METHODS

POPULATION

The GPRD, established in the United Kingdom (UK) in 1987, is a medical records database that general practitioners (GPs) use as the primary means of tracking patient clinical information. The total population in the GPRD exceeds 9 million patients, with more than 35 million person-years of follow-up between 1987 and 2002.

We created 2 statistical models each using a different outcome: the development of (1) a URTI (eg, pharyngitis) or (2) a urinary tract infection (UTI) (a common infection unlikely to be affected by the topical agents that are used to treat acne) within 12 months after the patients were enrolled in the cohorts described above. A validation study has recently shown that while it is difficult to determine the precise bacterial cause of a URTI in the GPRD, determination of the presence or absence of a URTI in general is accurate in the GPRD using Reed codes similar to those used in our study.

OUTCOME AND CONFOUNDING VARIABLES

We developed 2 statistical models each using a different outcome: the development of (1) a URTI (eg, pharyngitis) or (2) a urinary tract infection (UTI) (a common infection unlikely to be affected by the topical agents that are used to treat acne) within 12 months after the patients were enrolled in the cohorts described above. A validation study has recently shown that while it is difficult to determine the precise bacterial cause of a URTI in the GPRD, determination of the presence or absence of a URTI in general is accurate in the GPRD using Reed codes similar to those used in our study.

COHORT AND EXPOSURE DEFINITION

All study subjects, ranging in age from 15 to 35 years, were seen by a GPRD GP and, for our primary cohort study (exposure was always ascertained before determining the outcome), had a history of acne vulgaris as defined by Reed coding, which is a coding system that is similar to that of the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, but hierarchical in construction. Individuals were classified as having acne and receiving antibiotic treatment for acne if, in addition to a Reed code demonstrating that they had acne, they also had British National Formulary codes consistent with the use of oral erythromycin or an oral tetracycline (eg, doxycycline, minocycline, oxytetracycline, and tetracycline) for more than 6 weeks or topical erythromycin or clindamycin for more than 6 weeks or a combination of both. Please note that this dosing interval clearly exceeds the recommended dosing used for tetracyclines for the treatment of sexually transmitted diseases and Lyme disease. Patients with Reed acne codes who did not have formulary codes consistent with acne antibiotic use as listed above were considered not exposed to acne antibiotics. All individuals were followed up for 12 months from the time that they qualified for entry into their respective cohorts. We also identified another cohort of patients, in the same age range, consisting of individuals who did not have acne but who did have hypertension. Hypertension was selected because hypertensive individuals frequently receive medical observation but are not generally believed to have an increased risk of infection. The use of this group is important as a means of assessing whether the probability of a URTI diagnosis is related to the frequency of medical observation.

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

We described our variables using simple percentages or means with standard deviations. To assess the magnitude of the associations between our acne cohorts and the onset of a URTI or UTI, we used logistic regression models with a single independent variable in each model as well as with multiple independent variables. The outcome of interest was any URTI or UTI, as described above. If an individual had more than 1 infection of a given type, only the first episode was counted. Both unadjusted (single variable) and adjusted (multiple variable) odds ratios (ORs) were reported with 95% confidence intervals. Adjusted models included all of the confounding variables noted above. As noted in the “Results” section, the number of URTIs among men were so few that statistically proper regression analyses were not possible and are therefore reported for women only. All models exhibited good fit and were evaluated using routine regression diagnostic techniques.
relation matrices of the parameter estimates were evaluated for the full model, and excessive collinearity was absent in the models. Adjusted analyses included all of the confounding variables listed above. As secondary analyses, we compared our outcome risks with those among individuals who did not have acne but did have hypertension. We also subdivided acne antibiotic exposure with respect to those patients who used only topical antibiotics, oral and topical antibiotics, or only oral antibiotics.

Statistical analyses were conducted using Stata software (version 8.2; Stata Corp, College Station, Tex). The GPRD data set was manipulated using Oracle and Visual dBase. This study was approved by the institutional review board of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, and the Scientific and Advisory Board of the Office of National Statistics of the UK, London, England.

**RESULTS**

We identified 118 496 individuals with acne between 15 and 35 years old who were entered into the GPRD from 1987 to 2002; 84 977 (71.7%) of them were treated with an antibiotic and 33 519 (28.3%) were not (Table). Of those who used antibiotics, 6.1% used topical agents only, 1.3% used oral agents only, and 92.6% used a combination of oral and topical agents. The mean (SD) age was 21.4 (5.76) years among the patients with acne who used antibiotics and 21.7 (5.74) years among those who did not. The median age was 19 years (25th percentile, 17 years; 75th percentile, 26 years) among the antibiotic users and 20 years (25th percentile, 17 years; 75th percentile, 26 years) among the nonusers. Also, 44 725 (52.6%) of the antibiotic users and 21 507 (64.2%) of the nonusers were female. Additional baseline information is shown in the Table. Within the first year of study observation, 18 281 patients (15.4%) had at least 1 URTI that was diagnosed by a GP and 4270 patients (3.6%) had a URTI that was diagnosed by a GP. The OR of a UTI developing within the first year of observation among those using antibiotics had a UTI, multivariable regression models were not possible for them. Using multivariable logistic regression for women only, the OR of a UTI developing within the first year of observation among those with acne antibiotic users compared with nonusers was 2.37 (95% CI, 2.12-2.64) (topical only); 1.88 (95% CI, 1.80-1.96) (topical and oral), and 2.75 (95% CI, 2.37-3.18) (oral only). No interactions were noted between URTIs and sex, age, frequency of acne-associated office visits, and use of antibiotics. Finally, to ensure that the increased association of URTIs with acne antibiotic use was not attributable to an increased frequency of office visits, we compared the rate of URTIs among patients aged 15 to 35 years in the GPRD with another underlying diagnosis requiring somewhat frequent care, ie, hypertension among those aged 15 to 35 years in the GPRD who did not have a diagnosis of acne.

The rate of URTIs among those in the hypertension cohort was 7.9% (1653 cases of URTI among 20 871 individuals with hypertension). When the cohort with the antibiotic nonusers was compared with the hypertension cohort, after age and sex were adjusted for, the OR was 0.97 (95% CI, 0.93-1.01), and when the cohort with the acne antibiotic users was compared with the hypertension cohort, the OR was 2.12 (95% CI, 2.00-2.27). Because of the rarity of UTIs in men (33 men who used antibiotics had a UTI), multivariable regression models were not possible for them. Using multivariable logistic regression for women only, the OR of a URTI developing within the first year of observation among those with acne antibiotic users compared with nonusers was 1.10 (95% CI, 1.01-1.19; P = .02). This model was adjusted for sex, age, number of prescriptions for acne antibiotics over the 12 months of observation, year of diagnosis, number of office visits for acne, contraceptive use, history of diabetes, history of hypertension, and history of asthma. The OR of association changed minimally compared with the unadjusted model, indicating that confounding was unlikely to be important. Also, the magnitude of either the adjusted or the unadjusted OR is unlikely to be of clinical importance. This lack of clinical and statistical association comparing acne antibiotic users and nonusers was confirmed when we compared the antibiotic users with those with hypertension, which again revealed no association with UTIs (OR, 1.09; 95% CI, 0.91-1.30; P = .34).

Table. Descriptive Variables of Patients With Acne Comparing Those Who Used and Did Not Use an Antibiotic to Treat Their Acne

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>No Antibiotic Used (n = 33 519)</th>
<th>Antibiotic Used (n = 84 977)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper respiratory tract infections, No. (%)</td>
<td>3096 (9.2)</td>
<td>15 185 (18.6)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary tract infections, No. (%)</td>
<td>1258 (3.8)</td>
<td>3012 (3.5)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD), y</td>
<td>21.7 (5.7)</td>
<td>21.4 (5.8)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female sex, No. (%)</td>
<td>21 507 (64.2)</td>
<td>44 725 (52.6)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acne-associated office visits, mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.2 (0.01)</td>
<td>2.8 (0.01)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on discussions in the lay and scientific press, it would be appropriate to hypothesize that individuals who are on a long-term regimen of antibiotics might be more susceptible to infections. Although this hypothesis seems to be discussed as if it were a fact, it has not truly been tested. Our study was designed to evaluate this hypothesis by using a frequently published patient record database to determine whether there is an association between long-term antibiotic therapy for an appropriate medical reason and an infectious complication in basically healthy individuals. The antibiotics that are used to treat acne, which are primarily erythromycin, the tetracyclines (eg, minocycline, doxycycline, oxytetracycline, and tetracycline), and clindamycin, are no longer frequently used to treat bacterial causes of URIs. However, URIs are among the most frequent illnesses noted in our target population: individuals aged 15 to 35 years. In our study, we noted that the odds for those with acne who are using antibiotics are about 2 times greater with respect to developing and seeking medical care for a URI than for those with acne who are not using antibiotics. This effect is unlikely to be attributable solely to an increased frequency of medical care being sought by individuals with acne who are receiving antibiotics, because this effect was not confounded by several variables that we used as measures of the likelihood of physician visits. The effect also persisted regardless of the mode of administration of the antibiotic. As expected, no association was noted for URIs, another common infection. Finally, the odds of a URI developing in a patient with acne who is receiving antibiotic therapy were also 2 times greater than in those with hypertension.

While it might seem odd that the topical application of an acne antibiotic could have an effect on the development of a URI, studies have previously shown that topical antibiotics used to treat acne do have an effect on cutaneous flora distant from their site of application, as well as on the colonization of bacteria in the nares, a commonly noted reservoir for gram-positive bacteria, and even on other persons closely situated to the acne antibiotic user. Also, in a cross-sectional study, we recently demonstrated that the oropharynx is more prone to be colonized with group A streptococci in individuals who are receiving topical or oral antibiotics for acne than in individuals with acne who are not receiving antibiotics. It may seem counterintuitive that individuals who are using antibiotics would have such an increased risk for developing a URI when so few URIs are attributable to bacterial causes. First, the frequency of bacterial URIs may not be correct for our target age group, in that several recent studies have indicated that the rates of oropharyngeal colonization by pathogenic bacteria may be higher than previously reported. Second, some studies have demonstrated that bacterial colonization can influence cell surface receptors such that scenarios have recently been described showing how one organism (whether viral or bacterial) could have an effect on the infectivity of another. Finally, our analysis is overly conservative and should bias our results toward the null in that the patients with any exposure to antibiotics were classified as antibiotic users when, in fact, their overall exposure during our year of observation may have been for no longer than 6 weeks.

As with all retrospective database cohort studies, our study does have limitations. First, with respect to URIs, we do not know if our subjects truly had a URI. This issue has been previously investigated in the GPRD, and the diagnosis of a respiratory tract infection is likely accurate, albeit ascertainment of a bacterial source is not. Importantly, we are not claiming that the association that we note is attributable to bacterial pharyngitis. We have found only that there is an association between the use of antibiotics for the treatment of acne and physician coding an office visit for pharyngitis. The plausibility of this association as a causal inference has not been established, although, as noted above, mechanistically polymicrobial infections in humans are likely and may be the mechanism in our study. While we do know with certainty that the patients in the non-acne antibiotic group did not receive an acne antibiotic, as we defined that group of medications, it is possible that other oral antibiotics, such as sulfamethoxazole, may have been used to treat acne. These antibiotics are not as commonly used to treat acne as the acne antibiotics that we used, but they could have contaminated our nonantibiotic group and biased our results toward the null. Also, individuals in our study may have used antibiotics for other illnesses, and an individual's home environment may have been associated with varying risks for infectious illnesses. However, we have no reason to suspect that these issues would have been different between the cohorts that we studied. Our study also potentially suffers from confounding by indication. The use of oral antibiotics to treat acne is usually reserved for patients with moderate to severe disease, and it is likely that those with the most severe disease are treated with antibiotics for the longest period. It would not be possible in our current study to differentiate the severity of acne from the need for antibiotic therapy and, therefore, the associations that we noted in our study.

In summary, acne is a condition that affects adolescents and young adults. Based on US population data, about 2 million individuals per year in the United States have severe enough acne to require treatment, and acne accounts for 5 to 6 million physician office visits every year. Therapy frequently continues for more than 6 months. In this study, we have shown that the odds of a URI developing among individuals who use an antibiotic to treat acne is about 2 times greater compared with those who do not use an antibiotic. The true clinical importance of our findings, in which patients and practitioners need to balance the risk of these infections with the benefits that patients with acne receive from this therapy, will require further investigation. However, patients with acne represent an ideal model in which to study the long-term effects of antibiotic therapy, the risks associated with colonization, and the risks of increasing resistance among bacterial pathogens exposed to antibiotics during treatment.
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Trial Registration Required

As a member of the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE), Archives of Dermatology will require, as a condition of publication, registration of all trials in a public trials registry (such as http://ClinicalTrials.gov). Trials must be registered at or before the onset of patient enrollment. This policy applies to any clinical trial starting enrollment after July 1, 2005. For trials that began enrollment before this date, registration will be required by September 13, 2005, before considering the trial for publication. The trial registration number should be supplied at the time of submission.

For details about this new policy, and for information on how the ICMJE defines a clinical trial, see the editorial by DeAngelis et al in the January issue of Archives of Dermatology (2005;141:76-77). Also see the Instructions to Authors on our Web site: www.archdermatol.com.
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